Highly accurate non-contact polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) film thickness measurements are important for both real-time feedback control and run-to-run control. Both spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) and normal-incidence spectral reflectometry (SR) are complicated by poly-Si surface effects and variable bulk poly-Si refractive indices. In this paper we will describe an empirical modification of Beckmann/Kirchhoff scattering theory to account for the effects of rough layers in SR. We will present results from in situ monitoring of reactive ion etching of polySi/SiO 2 /Si, and ex situ comparisons to TEM and AFM. Preliminary conclusions on the applications of this model to SE analysis of poly-Si will also be presented.
Introduction
Highly accurate non-contact polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) film thickness measurements are important for both real-time feedback control and run-to-run control. Both spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) and normal-incidence spectral reflectometry (SR) are complicated by poly-Si surface roughness effects 1, 2, 3, 4 and variable bulk poly-Si refractive indices. 5, 6 The accuracy of poly-Si thickness measurements is usually more strongly limited by the models employed than raw measurement noise or instrument calibration errors. These model-related systematic errors directly limit the minimum time required for extraction of in situ etch rates because the thickness change over this minimum time must be larger than the systematic and random errors. 7 We will present a simple scalar scattering theory method for modeling the poly-Si surface roughness effects and will present results using this model in high-speed poly-Si reactive ion etch (RIE) rate monitoring. We will present quantitative comparisons between in situ SR data and ex situ TEM and AFM measurements that show significant improvements in the accuracy of both bulk film and surface roughness thicknesses obtained using this model vs. the commonly employed Bruggemann effective media approximation (BEMA) model for surface roughness. Improvements in the dynamic response of the etch rate monitor will be shown. We will also discuss the use of the B/K model for SE measurements of poly-Si and improvements in the models for the bulk poly-Si dielectric function.
Experimental Details
We use a low-cost Ocean-Optics™ CCD spectrometer/W-halogen lamp system to perform high-speed, in situ normal incidence SR measurements over the 400-800nm wavelength range on poly-Si/SiO 2 /Si samples during reactive ion etching . The details of this system, accuracy comparisons to a commercially available spectrophotometer, thickness accuracy tests vs. SE on SiO 2 /Si samples, and its initial applications to high-speed in situ monitoring of poly-Si RIE have been previously presented. 7, 8 SR data with 5nm resolution can be collected in 40 ms with good raw signal-to-noise ratios. Ex situ spectroscopic ellipsometry data was collected using a Sopra GESP-5 variable-angle rotating polarizer ellipsometer run in the tracking analyzer mode.
Analysis of both SR and SE data was done using the Levenberg-Marquardt approach. We will report the quality of fits using the unbiased estimator, ζ, given by:
for reflectometry and by:
for ellipsometry. In the above R is the reflectance (intensity ratio), N is the total number of wavelength points, P is the number of model parameters in the regression, and the summation is done over the measured wavelength points, λ i . For comparison purposes, analysis of a ~600nm
SiO 2 on Si sample film yielded an oxide thickness of 607.5±0.43nm (ζ=5.60x10 -2 ) using the GESP-5 and a thickness of 604.13±4.19nm (ζ=1.47x10 -2 ) using our SR system when the same SE-derived SiO 2 reference file was used for both cases. Analysis of a ~8nm SiO 2 /Si sample using the GESP-5 over the 270-800nm range yielded ζ=6.19x10 -3 . For analysis of SR data over the 400 to 800nm range, we modeled the refractive index vs. wavelength of our poly-Si using the BEMA assuming a binary mixture amorphous Si (a-Si) and crystalline Si (c-Si) with a screening factor (q=0.5) appropriate to the columnar grain structure of 625°C poly-Si 9 or using data extracted from smooth samples analyzed by SE.
Poly-Si/SiO 2 /Si samples were prepared in our laboratory using 100mm Si wafers and was done on a Digital Instruments NanoScope III in tapping mode using a silicon tip cantilever. similar formulation has been used to study diamond film growth. 12 This formula is written in the form for an ambient/rough film/substrate system, but can be easily generalized to a system of multilayer smooth films with a rough top film by replacing r 12 with the complex reflection coefficient for the smooth layer film stack. For normal incidence applications, the cosine terms are both 1, and the Fresnel coefficients are polarization independent; for off-normal incidence applications (such as ellipsometry), the Fresnel coefficients for s or p polarization are evaluated as usual. With f 1 =f 2 =1, the usual B/K scattering formulation results. In our application of this model, we treat these empirical factors as adjustable parameters in the same way as the more physically significant σ. We assume that these empirical factors are independent of polarization; therefore, only f 2 has an effect on ellipsometry measurements, as f 1 has the same effect on the total s and p reflectances.
Results and Discussion
Use of this formulation is supported by examining the reflection vs. wavelength of a thick poly-Si sample as shown in Fig. 1 . Due to absorption in the bulk film, the region between 400nm
and roughly 540 nm is dominated by the primary reflection from the top surface with very little thin film interference effects. Plotting ln(R/R 0 ) vs. k 2 in this range yields a straight line as indicated in Fig. 2 . The slope of the best fit line yields an RMS roughness of 32.3 nm. The smooth film reflectance, R 0 , was calculated from a BEMA fit to thinner films of our poly-Si. We observed a consistent trend of a non-zero intercept of this best fit line (the unmodified theory would yield a zero intercept). This is accounted for by the empirical factor f 1 in our model, and could be due to errors in our calculated value of R 0 vs. λ or to calibration errors in our reflection measurement.
Errors in the assumed R 0 may result due to differences in the surface layer and bulk dielectric functions as well as the presence of thin native oxides. The factor f 2 is more difficult to link to physical factors. We included this factor to due to an ad hoc observation that it improves the fit of peak/valley amplitudes in our poly-Si measurements. It may be related to errors in the bulk poly-Si dielectric function, a different the dielectric function for the surface roughness layer vs. the bulk poly-Si, or the shape of the surface features.
A regression fit of the entire data range of Fig. 1 was done using an optical model of a B/K-rough poly-Si (BEMA)/48.5nm SiO 2 /Si, and yielded the fit which also shown in Fig. 1 . The quality of the fit is very good, as indicated by an unbiased estimator of ζ=5.15x10 . An attempt to fit the same data using a BEMA model for the surface roughness layer yielded a visually inferior fit (particularly in the oscillatory region), a very high surface roughness layer thickness (66.6nm), and a ζ=1.43x10 ). This indicates a strong correlation between the empirical factor f 2 and errors in the bulk poly-Si dielectric function. It is also possible that part of this error is due to a difference between the dielectric response of the top surface vs. the bulk poly-Si. We will discuss this possibility in more detail later in this paper. For our more typical application of monitoring the RIE etching of poly-Si, we use films of ~550nm or less, and obtain better matches between the SR-and SE-derived a-Si fractions. 8 For these films we obtain bulk a-Si fractions of 7% with SR and ~9% with SE.
For thicker poly-Si films ( 500nm), good surface roughness data could be obtained using the BEMA approximation for the bulk poly-Si. For thinner films, the lack of an interference free region caused too much parameter correlation induced error. To study the validity of the B/K separately from the suspect bulk BEMA model, we performed SE measurements at multiple angles of incidence (76°-70°, each 1°) on a poly-Si film deposited under similar conditions to our films that had been smoothed by chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP). We fit the SE data using a 4-oscillator complex harmonic oscillator approximation (CHOA) for the poly-Si. 13 After obtaining the poly-Si thickness and approximate dielectric response, we then performed a direct extraction of the dielectric constants on a point by point basis.
We then made preliminary investigations using XTEM and AFM to verify the bulk film thickness and surface roughness accuracy. Five samples were investigated. All began as ~660nm
poly-Si/SiO 2 /Si, and were etched for varying times in the AMAT 8300. Four of the etched samples were examined by XTEM, and four were characterized for RMS surface roughness by AFM. The remaining film thicknesses and surface roughnesses were extracted from static SR measurements.
The poly-Si dielectric constants obtained from SE as described above were used in both the B/K model and BEMA fits. BEMA estimates were based on a multilayer model consisting of a (BEMA of voids & bulk poly-Si q=0.5)/poly-Si/SiO 2 /Si. The results are shown in We have employed the B/K model to reduce this problem. Our normal procedure is to model the poly-Si BEMA of a-Si and c-Si and to fit the bulk poly-Si thickness, a-Si fraction, and the B/K parameters σ, f 1 , and f 2 on data collected before the etch has begun. We then fix the a-Si fraction and f 2 as constants for the sample. When possible, we replace the BEMA bulk model with more accurate dielectric function data. For the data collected during etching, we fit the bulk film thickness and RMS surface roughness, σ, at each time step. The parameter f 1 is sometimes allowed vary to account for minor changes in the SR instrumentation calibration and minor window changes during the run, but its value generally stays at 1.00±0.05 or better. Better fits to the SR data at each individual time step can, of course, be obtained by fitting all the model parameters in an attempt to account for changes in the sample surface texture which we have previously shown to occur during etching 8 . However, we have found that numerical correlation between the model parameters will lead to non-physical oscillations in the surface roughness terms which again lead to false oscillations in the derived etch rates. We had previously observed the same effect when using the BEMA model for surface roughness. An example of the use of this technique is shown in Our initial attempts to use the same optical model for SE analysis were unsuccessful with poor quality fits (particularly in the cos(∆) curves). There are several possibilities which may explain this problem including: (1) failure of the B/K algorithm at strongly off-normal angles of incidence; (2) effects of depolarization in the reflected beam due to the surface roughness; and, (3) a difference between the dielectric response of the surface roughness layer and the bulk poly-Si.
Data supporting the last possibility has been presented previously. 3, 4 We then examined a film similar to the previously discussed CMP-smoothed one in its as-deposited condition with SE at 70,72.5, and 75°. Use of the B/K model with the directly-obtained dielectric response did not yield good fits. We then applied a two layer model to the poly-Si , a rough top film on bulk poly-Si. The B/K model with f 1 =f 2 =1 was then used to account for the surface roughness effects, and a 4-oscillator CHOA for the top surface dielectric constant. The bulk poly-Si was modeled using the directly extracted dielectric function from the CMP-smoothed sample. The CHOA parameters for the bulk poly-Si were used as the initial guesses for the parameters for the dielectric function of the surface roughness layer. Regression yielded an good fit (ζ=2.31x10 Given the relatively large number of adjustable parameters (16 oscillator parameters, σ, and the bulk poly-Si thickness), a high quality fit is to be expected. However, we have used the top surface and bulk dielectric constants to improve the fits to our SR data on as-deposited films. For example, by applying the multilayer model, (top layer with B/K roughness)/(bulk poly-Si)/SiO 2 /Si (with the top layer and bulk poly-Si dielectric functions from the SE analysis described above), to the data from sample 1 of this model and dielectric function data sets to obtain good fits to poly-Si samples produced under similar conditions in our laboratory and two separate industrial laboratories. The modified dielectric response of the surface layer might also explain the a-Si fraction errors observed in thick poly-Si samples and possibly some of the residual oscillation in our etch rate monitoring.
Conclusions
Use of a relatively simple Beckmann/Kirchhoff scattering formulation with two empirical modifying factors can yield superior results for normal-incidence reflection surface roughness measurements of poly-Si vs. the commonly employed BEMA method. When this method is used with accurate dielectric function data for the bulk poly-Si film, SR data can yield very accurate surface roughness and total film thickness. It is directly useful in normal incidence reflection monitoring of poly-Si etching. Our preliminary analysis suggests that the empirical factors which we have introduced serve to make the extractions of both bulk poly-Si and RMS surface roughness thicknesses from reflection data more robust to small errors in the bulk poly-Si dielectric function and possibly to the presence of a top layer with a modified dielectric function. It is possible that these empirical factors would be unnecessary if the dielectric functions of the poly-Si and top layer were known to adequate accuracy. However, this level of sample analysis may not be practical for process control applications, particularly for RIE processes during which the nature of near surface region may be changing with time due to chemical and ion bombardment effects. The B/K method shows some promise for use in SE analysis, but additional work is needed to verify and quantify the near-surface dielectric function behavior of the as-deposited poly-Si. 
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